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No. CRSU/R&S|L7l..

All the

Directors/Principals of Education Colleges/Institutes

Affiliated to
Chaudhary Ranbir Singh UniversitY,
Jind

Subject: Special permission for admission in 2nd year in Education Courses for the session 2017-18

Sir/Tvladam,

On the request of Colleges/Students and on the recommendation of committee the Vice Chancellor has

been pleased to allow admission in 2nd year to left out students of education courses for the session 2017'18-

The Continuous Registration Return of such candidates may be sent to the R&S branch with a fine of Rs'

5000/- each. The colleges/students may be advised to follow the schedule of ordinance strictly in future and the

college will be responsible for fulfillment of attendance through extra classes and all other requirements like

shortage of attendance etc. You are therefore, requested to upload the online data of the candidates on the

university portal by generation the mandate of Rs. 3505/- each candidates as university fee. The Registration

Return may be submitted in the R&S Branch with a fine of Rs. 5000/- per candidate in the shape of hard copy'

Those colleges who have not submiffed the hard copy of the students in the R&S Branch are requested

to do the needful with late fine as laid down in the instructions and with the permission of the Vice Chancellor.

Such colleges who have not uploaded the data on the University portal may do the same with late fine

as per instructions and with the permission of the Vice Chancellor.

The matter regarding development fee in 2"d year the Vid Chancellor on the recommendation of

commiffee has directed to inform such colleges to deposit complete fee Rs. 3505/- per candidate as mostly

colleges have already deposited the said fee.

Keeping in view the orders of the Vice Chancellor all such colleges are requested to complete the

above formalities with in l0 days otherwise students will not be allowed to appear in the examinations.

Endst. No. CRSU/R&SI 17 L Dated:

A Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:

1. System Analyst, CRSU, Jind to upload the same on the university website
/


